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Dear Parent / Carer

Year 11 Biology Revision Trip – Friday 8th March 2019
A new exhibition has recently opened in London - The Bodyworlds Exhibition. This exhibition contains real
body parts from people who have donated their bodies to Science for research and education. The bodies
have been plastinated and preserved forever, and are on display. The plastinates and thought-provoking
interactives will educate and challenge students, making it possible for a class to study the inner workings
of the human body in great detail – up to the smallest hair vein. The exhibition contains many topics which
are relevant to the GCSE Biology specification and therefore offers a fantastic interactive revision
opportunity for Year 11 Biology students. If you would like to know more, please visit the website
https://bodyworlds.com/exhibition/london/ where you will find information and a series of videos to
watch.
The trip will also include lunch at Planet Hollywood on Haymarket - a set menu of a main course, ice-cream
dessert and a drink.
We will leave The Priory School at 8.15am and aim to return by 3.30pm. Travel to and from London will be
by coach.
We have a limited number of spaces for this trip. If your child would like to attend, please email
trips@priory.herts.sch.uk to express their interest by Friday 14th December 2018. The school will review
the names of the students who express an interest in the trip, and take into consideration their attendance
and behaviour record before making a decision on those who may attend.
The estimated cost of the trip including entrance, travel and lunch will be £38 depending on numbers.
Payment and consent will be available via ParentMail to those students selected. We can no longer accept
cash payments for school trips.
If you require any further information,
helen.bonner@priory.herts.sch.uk.
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